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Abstract

Rulemaking procedures provide interest groups two opportunities to persuade

regulators: ex parte meetings and public comments. Regulated entities use both

avenues more extensively than other groups, but how much do they gain by doing

so? Theoretically, the answer is unclear. Strong oversight may deprive agencies

of the slack necessary to advantage those that lobby. Conversely, if regulators are

autonomous, they may have the means but not the incentive to provide distribu-

tive benefits. Lobbying should only produce economically significant influence if

bureaucratic discretion is “just right.” Using high-frequency event study meth-

ods, I conjointly analyze the effect of meetings and commenting on Dodd-Frank

rules at the Federal Reserve Board, finding that meetings and comments were

both associated with abnormal returns worth billions. I illustrate these results

by describing the Board’s implementation of the Durbin Debit Card rule, and

the attendant distributive politics.

Keywords: lobbying, interest groups, policymaking, administrative policymak-

ing, rulemaking, regulation, financial regulation, event studies, and debit cards.



In 2008, the U.S. financial system faced its greatest challenge since the Great Depression.

Investors lost confidence in new financial instruments, prompting cascading liquidity crises

and capital withdrawals. Hundred-year old banks suddenly found themselves at the precipice.

Fearing catastrophe, the U.S. government hastily arranged bailouts for firms considered “too

big to fail.” Although bailouts calmed markets, they outraged the public. Lawmakers vowed

to fix the broken financial system. Yet redesigning the financial system required specialized

expertise and time, which by the summer of 2010 was in short-supply. So they passed

the Dodd-Frank Act, which delegated many important task associated with reforming the

financial sector to administrative agencies. Some in the industry sensed an opportunity.

Would those that lost in the legislature become winners in the administrative policy-making

process? If so, then how?

Rulemaking procedures provide interest groups two legitimate means for obtaining in-

fluence over the contents of regulation: comments and ex parte meetings. Comments are

submitted after the publication of a proposed rule in the Federal Register, but prior to fi-

nalization. Ex parte meetings can occur during the development of a proposed rule, during

the comment period, or after the rule is published in its final form. From an institutional

perspective, meetings and comments represent the most obvious means for regulated inter-

ests to influence the content of regulation. A sizable empirical literature demonstrates that

regulated interests tend to comment and meet more than other groups (Golden 1998; Fur-

long and Kerwin 2005; Boehmke, Gailmard and Patty 2013; Krawiec 2013), and are more

involved with other forms of agency policymakng as well (Huntington 1952; Bernstein 1955;

Maass 1951; Quirk 1981). Yet higher participation does not prove that these interests are

gaining more than other groups through these opportunities. Quantitative approaches to

evaluating efficacy of interest group engagement with the regulatory process have proved

much more limited because of measurement difficulties (West 2004). Some scholars have

used self-reported measures of participant satisfaction (Langbein and Kerwin 2000; Furlong

and Kerwin 2005; Yackee 2012) or elite interviews (West 2004; West and Raso 2013). Balla
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(1998) examines how changes to Medicare rate schedules by subspeciality varied with the

number of comments submitted by subspeciality. Yackee and Yackee (2006) and Haeder and

Yackee (2015) present two particularly sophisticated content-analyses, examining how tex-

tual change in rules responded to various measures of commenter participation. Generally

speaking, in prior studies the bias of policy change has followed the bias of mobilization

(Shapiro 2008).

Commenter influence studies have made a tremendous contribution to the lobbying liter-

ature. Indeed, there is growing appreciation that much (if not most) lobbying that appears

legislative actually has administrative policymaking as its target (Gordon and Hafer 2005,

2007; You 2017). Yet commenter influence studies also have several weaknesses. Golden

(1998) raises doubts about the economic or social significance of typical rule changes. Even

in the rate-making context, where identification of economic stakes is easiest, it is likely that

regulated entities respond to rate changes by adjusting volume, so the ultimate impact on

revenue and profits is unknown. Commenter influence studies are also susceptible to selec-

tion issues and omitted variable bias (Haeder and Yackee 2015). While these issues pervade

the empirical literature on lobbying and perfect solutions are seldom available (de Figueiredo

and Richter 2014), meetings are a particularly worrisome omitted variable. Meetings hap-

pen concurrently and prior to comments, involve the same policymaker and stakeholders,

and address the same policy. Although the problem of simultaneous representation across

policymaking venues has received some attention (Boehmke, Gailmard and Patty 2013), the

problem of simultaneous representation in the same venue is surely even more serious. Given

the limited and inconsistent textual residue of meetings, it is difficult to apply textual change

measures to evaluate how meetings shape regulatory outcomes, especially the proposed rule.

As an alternative, I use high-frequency event-studies to analyze interest group advocacy

during Dodd-Frank rulemaking. By measuring the reaction of stock prices shortly after

rules are proposed and finalized, I identify which firms beat market expectations regarding

a rule and did worse. By relating these outcomes to the lobbying actions undertaken by
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particular firms, I show that ex parte meetings and comments are associated with abnormal

positive returns whose estimated value is in the tens of billions. Moreover, the effects of both

kinds of lobbying are not reducible to one another: the market seems to think comments

matter even after accounting for the role of meetings. Yet the value of meetings during rule

development appears several times higher than the value of comments. This market effect of

meeting during rule-development is observed both in the proposed rule announcement and in

the final rule announcement, suggesting durable gains from meeting early (and often) with

regulators. I also nuance and explain these findings by conducting an in-depth case study of

one particularly salient rule, governing debit-card fees. In order to situate readers unfamiliar

with the rulemaking context, I will begin with the case study and present the large-sample

estimation thereafter.

Both the qualitative and quantitative research presented here paints a troubling pic-

ture of current trends in regulatory reform. Many agencies have amended their procedures

to encourage greater use of ex parte meetings, especially in the rule development phase

(Sferra-Bonistalli 2014). If the mobilization bias in meetings is larger than in comments,

and participation via meeting leads to greater gains than commenting, then it appears likely

that greater use of ex meetings will result in greater advantage to regulated interests. Very

possibly, the their advantage will be other’s harm. Prior to this study, advocates of such

autonomy-enhancing reforms could credibly argue that there was only anecdotal evidence

that such reforms would exacerbate political inequality during rulemaking. No longer so.

At the same time as this study can contribute to active debates about the design of

administrative process, these findings are also important for the larger literature in political

science on Congressional-executive relations and the dynamics of delegation (Bawn 1995;

Huber, Shipan and Pfahler 2001; Volden 2002; Bendor and Meirowitz 2004). This literature

is dominated by two opposing schools of thought, one emphasizing Congressional dominance

and the other emphasizing bureaucratic autonomy. Neither theory, at least in their strongest

forms, seems to predict significant influence by regulated interests over rulemaking, especially
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those within the financial sector who were opposed to the enactment of Dodd-Frank (Moe

1987). According to the Congressional dominance literature, administrative procedures are

supposed to stack the deck in favor of the interests composing the enacting coalition, so

that a combination of ex post and ex ante controls can produce the outcome Congress most

favors (McCubbins, Noll and Weingast 1989). From this perspective it is surprising that in

fact regulated interests dominate administrative procedures, and even more surprising that

this participation appears to produce valuable changes in policy. Theories of bureaucratic

autonomy do not necessarily lend themselves to explaining this descriptive fact pattern

either. If agencies are staffed by “slackers” who wish to exert minimal effort in making

policy (Gailmard and Patty 2007), why do they exert effort in making significant policy

changes? If agencies are staffed by “zealots” with a strong priors about what policy should

look like, then why do they care what the regulated industry has to say? Significant interest

group influence over administrative policy outcomes requires a “goldilocks” equilibrium in

which bureaucratic autonomy is not so strong as to permit bureaucratic indifference but

Congressional control is not so effective that the agency lacks real discretion (Krause 1996;

Meier and Krause 2003). More theoretical work is necessary to explain how such moderate

outcomes come about, are maintained, and the welfare consequences of agency responsiveness

given such selective public participation.

Although the findings presented here complement and extend existing scholarship on

rulemaking, the approach suffers from similar identification challenges as prior work. Causal

interpretation requires caution. As the case study shows, significant lobbying sometimes

occurs in other fora and through other, more subterranean means. Strategic selection issues

also remain, both on the firm and regulator side. Econometric tools for dealing with such

problems, for example instrumental variables or matching methods, are difficult to apply

here. Indeed, there is virtually no scholarship exploring why some firms engage with ad-

ministrative procedures when similarly situated firms do not. Additionally, the event-study

methodology introduces its own unique issues. Because the market anticipates the content
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of regulations before they are announced, the measures presented here reflect a tendency to

beat expectations rather than a measure of absolute gains or losses from regulation. More

research and data collection is necessary to fully address these and other issues.

Durbin Debit Card Rule

Financial regulation is a complex subject with a steep learning curve. One of the most

comprehensible regulations was the Durbin amendment, because it relates to something most

people own: debit cards. Described by the finance industry as a naked transfer from their

pockets into the hands of retail (Dimon 2012), the Durbin amendment required the Federal

Reserve to establish price ceilings, pro-competitive backstops, and performance incentives.

The case study begins by describing the regulatory problem and legislative process prior to

the rule, then proceeds to summarize the Board’s policy selection and the market reaction. It

then examines the advocacy during rule development and the comment period, which clarifies

aspects of why the Board decided as it did. I conclude by highlighting other events occurring

outside the Board’s rulemaking, which ground the most plausible threats to causal inference.

At least regarding Durbin, advocacy in courts and Congress met with highly visible failure,

so they are implausible explanations for why the Board significantly weakened the regulation.

Still, completely ruling out the effect of outside lobbying on large sample estimation would

require additional research.

Economic Problem and Legislative Action

Debit cards emerged in the 1970s as a way of solving a transaction problem. Retailers

who accept payment in check or credit worry that the purchaser will not ultimately pay.

Consumers with bad credit face high costs in using such cards. Others believe credit under-

mines financial self-discipline. Prior to debit, payment alternatives had major drawbacks.

Cash transactions introduce physical transportation costs and theft risks. Wire-transfers
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Figure 2: Transfer of Fees in a Credit Card Transaction 
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For transactions on the other two major card networks—American 
Express and Discover—generally only three parties are involved: the 
cardholder, the merchant, and one company that acts as both the issuing 
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Figure 1: Swipe-transaction diagram. (U.S. Government Accountability Office 2009)

traditionally require substantial effort to arrange. Debit cards, however, allow retailer and

consumer to arrange a bank transfer with a simple swipe. In 2009, there were 37.9 bil-

lion debit card transactions in the United States worth 1.4 trillion dollars (Federal Reserve

System 2010).

During a card transaction, most of the action occurs off-stage, as Figure 1 illustrates.

First, a card reader contacts the merchant’s bank, which will attempt to acquire the necessary

funds. This “acquiring” bank contacts the “issuing” bank that gave the consumer the debit

card. If the issuer approves, the acquirer signals the retailer, who delivers possession of the

good. Issuer and acquirer will not, however, directly exchange funds. Rather, they will each

have “settlement accounts” with another intermediary, a “network provider” such as Visa or

Mastercard. The network provider combines all incoming and outgoing transactions for each

account and makes necessary adjustments. “Interchange” fees are what the issuer earns for

its service, “network” fees are what the network earns, “discount” fees are what the acquirer

earns, and the merchant “pays” all these fees by receiving less than the consumer was charged.

A merchant who anticipates these costs may raise prices for consumers. Importantly, the

issuing bank does not set its own fee. Rather, the networks compete for the business of the

issuing banks, who could choose to give their clients Mastercards, Visas, or other network

cards, depending on which interchange fee was higher.1

1Evans and Schmalensee (2005) offer a nice history of this market.
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The debit card system had less to do with the financial crisis than the agenda of Assistant

Senate Majority Leader Durbin (D-IL). Durbin portrayed himself as a consumer-advocate,

tirelessly opposing big finance (e.g., Senate Judiciary Committee 2006). Critics have noted

Durbin’s “knack for delivering on the retail industrys top priorities” (French and Sloan

2013). At a Judiciary Committee hearing on July 19, 2006, Durbin learned troubling facts.

The average American family paid $231 in interchange fees annually, three times the rates

in Australia or Canada. Visa’s rules governing fees were 1,300 pages long, not available

publicly, and allegedly forbade issuers from contracting with American Express or Discover

for network services. Following this hearing, Durbin repeatedly offered legislation addressing

these market imperfections, without success (156 Cong. Rec. S3588, 2010)(speech of Senator

Durbin).

In July of 2009, the Retail Industry Leaders Association invited 20 large retailers for

a conference in Washington, DC. Their goal was deciding how to make the most of Dodd-

Frank (Mattingly and Schmidt 2011). The retailers decided to mobilize small-business owners

against swipe fees, eventually assembling an e-mail list with more than 20 million contacts.

In some cases, they were even more direct, flying small business owners into DC to meet

individually with twenty-one Senators. In the midst of the floor debate regarding the Dodd-

Frank Act, Durbin offered a amendment that would have the Federal Reserve set debit card

fees in such a way that they be “reasonable and proportional.” The financial service industry

later claimed that this legislative move had taken them by surprise. Indeed, the amendment

was carried 64-33 without any Senator taking the opportunity to debate Senator Durbin on

the merits.

Administrative Policy: Proposals, Delays, and Revisions

As enacted, Section 1075 of Dodd-Frank was ambiguous. Informed observers argued the

Board’s implementation could ban interchange fees entirely or issue unenforceable “guid-
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ance” for Visa and Mastercard describing what they should charge.2 Ultimately, the Federal

Reserve would take a middle-path, setting a price cap on interchange fees. Importantly,

Section 1075 exempted “small” issuers with fewer than 10 billion in total assets. Only the

top 1% of issuers were directly subject of regulation. Nevertheless, estimates suggest big is-

suers represented over 70% of the market (Evans, Chang and Joyce 2015, p. 62). Given the

strong possibility that top-tier norms might spread, the more than 12,000 second-tier issuers

had substantial stake as well. Section 1075 also included provisions aimed at promoting

increased competition by prohibiting “network exclusivity” arrangements and incentivizing

fraud-prevention. Final regulations were due no later than nine months after enactment on

July 21, 2010, a tight time-line. As a kicker, some provisions became effective on July 21,

2011. Failure to issue rules would allow stakeholders to enforce the law in court, potentially

leading to judicial intervention on agency turf.

On December 16, 2010, the Board proposed a rule implementing the Durbin amendment.

They suggested two possible formulas for defining a reasonable interchange fee, and asked

for comment on which to enact. Under the first, up to seven cents per transaction was

permissible. If the issuer wanted more, it would need to establish its average variable costs

per transaction were higher than seven cents. Nevertheless, this increase could not exceed

$0.12. Mathematically,

Per Transaction Interchange Fee ≤ max{min{Average Variable Costs, $0.12}, $0.07} (A)

The second alternative was a simple price cap at $0.12 per transaction:

Per Transaction Interchange Fee ≤ $0.12 (B)

The proposal also suggested two approaches to incentivizing fraud-prevention. Under the

2In order to simplify presentation, links to primary source material referenced without citation are reserved
for Appendix A.2.
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first, card issuers could charge more to offset the costs of using specific technologies known to

prevent fraud. Under the second, an issuer could charge more to offset the costs of running

a fraud-prevention program that satisfied Board-specified standards. It also described two

approaches to network competition. One would require a card issuer to accept transactions

over at least two non-affiliated networks, regardless of whether the network relied on PINs

or signatures for authorization. Since most merchants cannot accept PIN transactions, this

alternative would not greatly induce network competition. The other alternative would

require issuer to carry at least two networks for both PIN and signature transactions, a

much tougher pill.

Despite its plans, the Board would find itself receiving comments for longer than the

usual sixty days from publication in the Federal Register. Over 11,000 letters were sent to

the Board about the rule. Most were form responses that contributed minimally to debate

(Mendelson 2012). Nevertheless over 1,500 were unique, and hundreds were submitted by

associations, organizations, or firms. On March 29, 2011, Chairman Bernanke informed

oversight committees in Congress that the Fed would miss its legal implementation deadline

of April 21st, but was committed to completing rulemaking before the July 21st legal effective

date.

On June 29, 2011 the Federal Reserve approved a final rule implementing the network

competition and interchange fee portions of the Durbin Amendment. Interchange fees would

follow this formula:

Per Transaction Fee ≤ $0.21 + 0.0005× Cost of Transaction

This formula represented a massive reversion to the pre-legislative status quo. According

to the proposed rule, the average interchange fee in 2009 was 23 cents for PIN transactions

and 56 cents for signature transactions, or 44 cents overall (75 FR 81725). The final rule

would entail no reduction in rates for PIN networks relative to 2009. The rule would hit
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signature debit harder, but the bite was a fraction of what the Board had first proposed.

As for network competition, the Board implemented the weaker alternative A, which was

“universally preferred” by issuers and network providers (Staff Memo, June 29, 2011).

The Board issued a separate interim final rule addressing fraud. Tentatively, they would

allow $0.01 in additional fees for those who ran a suitable fraud-prevention program. The

Board indicated openness to comments on whether to require specific technologies or adjust

the incentive-fee. On July 27, 2012, the Board confirmed its interim approach. Senator

Durbin described the Fed’s implementation of fraud-prevention as “incompatible with both

the plain text and intent of Section 1075” (Durbin Letter, Sept. 30, 2011).

The Market Responds

Although the details of policy implementation were varied and technical, they represented

big money for market participant, who were well-incentivized to pay attention. Contempo-

raneous accounts of business journalists and equity analysts attest that the market reacted

strongly to these regulations. Dozens of examples are cataloged in Evans, Chang and Joyce

(2015), an inter-day event study analysis of debit regulations that also found significant

market impacts. The direction of these effects were as expected: the proposal hurt debit

providers and the final rule helped. Nevertheless, it is worth clarifying how and why markets

were able to register these facts within hours if not minutes of regulatory announcement.

Over the summer of 2010, debit providers convinced markets that the Durbin amendment

was not so ominous as it initially seemed. In a teleconference with analysts, Visa’s CEO

said the regulatory risk was “minimal,” since only interchange fees would be capped, not

network fees. Analysts agreed. “What is at stake [for Visa] is the 6.7 basis points of

volume fees,” wrote one, so as long as cuts are not“draconian” enough to cause an exodus

from debit cards, the fundamental business model of Visa would remain strong (Janney

Capital markets, May 19, 2010). A Morgan Stanley note from September 20 also read the

tea-leaves on the Board’s extensive engagement with industry during the rule-development
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Figure 2: Percentage returns on afternoon of NPRM. Webcast of Open Board meeting was
scheduled at 2:30PM, with staff memo and rule released shoftly before. Vertical dots indicate
2:00PM.

phase: “[The Board seemed] very intent on learning more about the industry and avoiding

unintended consequences.” Analysts who covered card issuers instead of networks agreed

that regulated entities would adjust, for example by cutting costs or imposing minimum

balance requirements.

On December 9th, the Board notified the public that the debit card proposal would receive

a vote at the next Open Meeting, scheduled for 2:30PM on the 16th. The meeting would

have a live-stream and staff summary and rule text disseminated shortly before. Analysts

sent last minute advice to their clients. A December 15th report from JP Morgan Equity

Research was typical:

Our sense is that the market is pricing in (1) . . that regulators will not require

multiple signature networks on debit cards . . . and (2) a 50% reduction in

debit interchange rates. If consensus is right, a modest relief rally is likely . .

. The bad case is if signature debt can no longer be exclusive. We would be

incrementally more negative on both stocks if signature debit cards
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can no longer be exclusive to one networks . . . This is a low probability

(< 20%) risk, but it can’t be ignored. (Huang and Smith 2011)

Notably, these analysts, who covered Visa and Mastercard, were more concerned about

the complex network competition provisions than the easier to parse rate formula. Around

or shortly after the start of the meeting, the same analysts at JP Morgan sent their clients a

single-page alert, entitled “More Negatives than Expected.” The first bullet-point emphasized

that both hard and soft exclusivity requirements were still under consideration, while the

second emphasized an 80-90% cut to interchange fees, much worse than prior consensus.

Figure 2 shows the price of key stocks on the afternoon of December 16. Visa, the leading

network-provider, lost 10% of its market valuation in less than an hour. JP Morgan, a

prominent issuer, bore a less severe, but still significant 1.5% loss over the same time domain.

Walmart, a retailer, found its stocks climbing significantly. The reaction for Discover, an

alternative network to Visa, was more mixed. For Discover, more competition and lower fees

meant a bigger proportion of a shrinking pie.

Market analysts continued to watch the rule development process and form their expec-

tations accordingly. On June 22nd, the Board notified the public that they would meet at

3:30PM on the 29th, with materials posted online shortly before. Equity analysts again

simplified the task of interpreting the announcement by providing valuation models under a

variety of regulatory scenarios. Analysts at Jeffries described market expectations.

The consensus expectation is for the interchange fee to be increased to the

$0.15 - $0.20 range in the final rules, from $0.12 in the proposed rules... [While

we believe] multiple signature/multiple PIN would prove very cumbersome for

the industry to implement, and further . . . our checks have indicated that

there is a greater chance that the Fed will go with the much simpler single

signature/unaffiliated PIN scenario, the final outcome of the Feds rulemaking

process remains unclear. (Kupferburg and El-Assal 2011).
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Figure 3: Percentage returns on afternoon of Finalization. Webcast of Open Board meeting
was scheduled at 3:30PM, with staff memo and rule released shoftly before. Vertical dots
indicate 3:07PM.

The final rule was better for debit proiders on both counts. Figure 3 shows how the price

of Visa, JP Morgan, Discover, and Walmart responded on the afternoon of June 29. Shortly

after 3:00PM, Visa’s share price increased almost 10%, leveling off around 15% higher before

market close. The +1% and +2% reactions for JP Morgan and Discover were also symmetric

reversals of what happened at proposal. Walmart’s reaction was negative, as expected.

This analysis of the market reactions to the Durbin amendment highlights several points

that are crucial to understanding the regression estimates of the next section. Markets

react with startling speed to announcements of proposed and final rules, sometimes within

as little as five minutes (Figure 3). The aspects of regulation that provoke reactions for

traders include not only numerical information that fits easily into a fundamental valuation

model, but also more complex information such as a network exclusivity requirement. The

consideration of the actual effect of regulation is tempered by trader’s beliefs about what

the market expects. These market expectations are formed through media coverage, analyst

reports, and public communications by firms and regulators These same sources, as well as
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unobservable private investments, help explain why markets have the capacity to interpret

these events so quickly. Although there is no theoretical model that does (or even could)

establish whether these market reactions reflected the “correct” interpretation of the change

in fundamental profitability (Fama 1991), the actual price changes nevertheless reflect an

authoritative benchmark on the differential economic impact of announced regulations from

prior expectations.

Proposal Development

The last two sections have explored what happened and how it mattered. Neither explains

why these events occurred. In what follows, I describe the advocacy of stakeholders during

rule development, notice and comment, and before other political principals. I provide evi-

dence suggesting how this advocacy left a visible mark on the decision-making process of the

regulator and the ultimate regulatory decisions. What occurs inside federal agencies during

proposal development is notoriously difficult to observe (see, e.g., West 2009; Yackee 2012).

Nevertheless, the Board’s implementation of Dodd-Frank offers a particularly good vantage,

because their meeting logs are unusually detailed (Krawiec 2013). These logs describe in-

dividual participants from government and from interest groups and the topics discussed in

brief. Often, they include text of written communications, handouts, and powerpoints used

in the meetings.

Table 1 outlines the stages of an archetypal proposal-development process according to

the published procedures of the Board (Federal Reserve 1979), which are similar to the pro-

cedures of other agencies (e.g. EPA 2011). The process begins by forming a team to work

on writing the regulation. Next, the agency begins the task of formulating the regulatory

problem, in particular developing an account of the primary and secondary goals of regula-

tion, identifying important stakeholders, and developing a blueprint of what data collection

and analysis steps they will need to complete before publishing a proposal. The agency will

then acquire necessary data, analyze it, and in the final phase formulate policies based on
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Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV Phase V
Team Formation Problem Definition Data Collection Analysis Policy Selection

Table 1: Stages of rule development

this data and analysis. One should not assume rule development processes always conform

neatly to this archetype. Indeed, insider accounts suggest that hardly anyone pays attention

to these internal guidance documents (West 2009). It is also possible that the trajectory of a

rule through the development process is influenced by the political outcomes the agency de-

sires (Potter 2017). Fortunately for presentational purposes, the development of the Durbin

amendment appears to have fit the archetype relatively well.

As others have noted, the debit card rule involved a fundamentally “new set of respon-

sibilities for the Federal Reserve” (Open Board Meeting, December 16, 2010), more akin

to utilities regulation than bank supervision. Although the Board’s staff are experts on

payment systems, most of their prior work concerned institutional banking and not retail.

To understand retail systems, the staff would depend on outside interests such as card is-

suers, network providers, merchants, and consumer groups. Without it, they would not

know how to begin formulating their regulatory task, let alone solving it. Two days after

Dodd-Frank was enacted, staff from the Division of Reserve Bank Operations and Payment

Systems (DRBOPS) met with Visa to discuss implementation of the Durbin amendment.

Visa’s presentation emphasized three key themes: the large number of stakeholders that

depended on debit, the usefulness of these services, and the complexity of the field at play.

For example, Visa noted that interchange policies are calibrated biannually and discrimi-

nate between features such as whether the transaction is face-to-face, online, or a recurring

payment, for example because the risk profiles of each transaction necessitate different au-

thorization procedures. Their powerpoint did not explicitly mention the Durbin Amendment

or its interpretation at any point. Thematically and informationally similar presentations

were given by Mastercard, Bank of America, JP Morgan, and others. No presentation by

a major issuer or network explicitly addressed policy selection issues before October 4th,
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precisely when the agency was shifting from data acquisition to data analysis. The lobbying

of these largest regulated players demonstrated sophisticated situational awareness about

where the staff were in the rule development process and what information the agency was

most likely to actually use.

On August 5th, DRBOPS staff met with Visa to discuss a potential survey of issuers to

identify costs, an indication that staff were moving from problem formulation to data acqui-

sition. Visa’s presentation focused on the methodology behind the issuer benchmark studies

that Visa “has been evolving. . . for more than three decades.” Although the staff may

have wanted to benefit from Visa’s prior experience, the design of the survey instrument had

significant distributive implications. For example, it is notable that the sample population

focused on the 131 institutions with 10B+ in assets. While these institutions were the only

ones subject to the cap, representatives of the 12,000 smaller issuers believed their fates were

linked to the bigger issuers. As Mary Dunn, deputy counsel at the Credit Union National

Association, emphasized to DRBOPS Chief Louise Roseman during an August 6 phone call,

“higher interchange fees to small issuer. . . may not be accommodated in the marketplace

if interchange fees to large issuers are much lower.” The decision not to collect data about

the, likely higher, costs of the smaller banks represented a significant bet by the Federal

Reserve that either (a) a two-tiered market would form or (b) if a single-tiered market were

maintained, then the effect on smaller entities was not a significant component of the Board’s

regulatory problem. The failure to address the impact of regulation on smaller banks would

later produce significant political blow-back, illustrating the pivotal importance of even sub-

tle issues in rule development. Also noteworthy is that the small issuers advocacy at the

earliest stage was focused on policy selection, at a time when the majority of the staff’s

meetings suggest they were focused on how to collect data. The small issuers lobbying did

not demonstrate the same situation sense as the biggest financial institutions.

The survey was fielded between September 13 and October 12. After September 13,

the Board changed gears in two ways. High-level officials were deployed to sell the agency’s
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process to the regulated industry. In the last half of September, Director Roseman, Governor

Tarullo, and two other associate directors gave presentations about the Board’s process to the

American, Maryland, and Indiana Bankers Associations, respectively, apparently answering

questions but not actively soliciting information. Additionally, the board began to receive

presentations from retail interests for the first time. On September 15, the Board met with

Craig Wildfang, lead counsel in a 7.5 billion dollar class-action anti-trust suit against major

issuers and network providers. Wildfang presented himself as an available resource, offering

to share 60 million pages of materials uncovered via litigation or connect the Board with

other lawyers representing retail interests. On October 13, the staff had its first significant

meeting with consumer groups, almost three months after its first meeting with Visa. These

groups argued that Durbin should require“par clearance,” or de minimis exchange fees, the

same as checks. There is no evidence in the logs that anyone had previously advocated this

viewpoint, after the survey was fielded. If consumers had persuaded staff that zero was the

reference point, not the cost of providing the service, it is likely that a different and harsher

proposed rule would have emerged. Nevertheless, since the agency had already invested a

great deal in estimating service provision costs, it is unlikely that the no fee position was

seriously considered.

As October turned to November, the Board began receiving communications target-

ing the specifics of interpretation and rate setting. A key point to understand about the

arguments that were made is that the more capacious the definition of cost, the larger the

potential revenue for financial institutions. Commerce Bank, for example, gave presentations

describing hundreds of distinct marginal costs it providing debit cards. The Clearinghouse,

a bank trade association, sent a letter on November 1 arguing fees should include “all costs

incurred. . . plus a return on capital,” and that anything less was a violation of the Consti-

tution’s takings clause. Oliver Ireland, Visa’s attorney and senior partner at Morrison and

Forrester, argued that the Board should allow “non-variable” costs related to the provision

of debit cards, and also raised the takings issue. Celebrated University of Chicago economist
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Kevin Murphy submitted his own views, at the behest of Bank of America, on what “incre-

mental costs” should mean: any costs that vary with the number of debit transactions, and

also floated the notion that the amendment might only require guidance. Georgetown Law

School’s Steven Salop, at the behest of a retail coalition, submitted a white paper describing

how the Board could issue a rule saying debit cards should clear at par, unless the issuer

could establish to the regulator that the fee would “clearly lead to likely consumer benefits”

(Merchants Payment Coalition Letter, Nov. 2, 2010). Since he believed this standard was

unmeetable by most issuers, fees would as a practical matter equal 0.

Although it is impossible to conclusively determine what influence these meetings had

on the Board purely from the logs, taken together they suggest a multiplicity of reasons

for efficacy. The firms that participated earliest had significant opportunities to shape the

staff’s formulation of its regulatory problem and data collection strategy (Naughton, Schmid,

Yackee and Zhan 2009). The largest financial institutions like Visa were given many oppor-

tunities to contribute in this fashion, in part because they possessed information that was

helpful for formulating a plan for issuing a reasonable regulation (McCarty 2017), in this case

experience with running similar surveys. At the same time, these interests may have suc-

ceeded to some degree in influencing the staff’s values and perspective on the subject matter

being regulated. Many interest groups that participated later in the process subsidized the

production of policy more favorable to their interests by describing specific language to in-

clude in the regulation and providing economic, legal, or policy rationales for their preferred

approach (Hall and Deardorff 2006). Meetings also allow for saber-rattling about legal claims

that stakeholders might make post-finalization (Yackee 2006). Meetings at all stages plau-

sibly allowed regulator to gauge the intensity and range of preferences among stakeholders.

Conversely, early meetings allowed interests the opportunity to experiment with different

kinds of arguments, perhaps learning through these encounters where the regulatory might

budge. More speculatively, outside advocacy may have also contributed to the decision to

give further study to the fraud-prevention issue, an exercise of agenda control (Yackee 2012).
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Although these reasons for influence are likely to reveal themselves in proposed rules, many

might prove durable across the months and years that rulemaking requires.

Comment Period

The debate visible from post-notice meetings and written comments was similar to what

occurred earlier. Yet the conflict was louder and broader. Over 11,000 comments were

submitted to the regulatory docket, the vast majority from community banks, credit unions,

and small business owners. Most of these letters engaged sincerely, but not very substantively,

with the proposed rule. The CFO of North Georgia Bank wrote that his bank “projects that

the proposed changes will reduce non-interest income by over 10%.” The owner of a Mister

Bagel franchise wrote that “Credit card companies are getting richer and richer on the backs

of small business owners. . . . Support small business owners by supporting the cap on

debit fees.”

The more substantively meaningful engagement involved a smaller set of core market

participants, advocacy organization, and policy experts. Many, but not all, of these actors

had been involved in rule development. Georgetown’s Steve Salop had a meeting with Janet

Yellen to explain the no-fee position, which Craig Wildfang also wrote a long letter to sup-

port. Visa, Mastercard, JP Morgan, and other regulated firms recapitulated their position.

Yet their advocacy had a different tone. They did not emphasize complexity and value,

but rather distortions and and perverse consequences for underrepresented interests. For

example, the first fault Mastercard found with the proposal was the “fail[ure] to consider

the consequences the Proposal would have on key payment system constituencies, including

consumers, community banks and credit unions.” Consumer advocates role in the rulemak-

ing, to this point lackluster, now became ambiguous. On January 7, 2011, general interest

organizations such as AARP met with Governor Tarullo to explain why they had taken no

formal position on the rule. The Consumer Federation of America wrote to explain their

concerns about the effects on retail consumers and debit card users. They also noted that
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based on data from their member credit unions, the costs of providing debit cards was above

the cap the Federal Reserve had set based on data from larger institutions. It is notable that

this interest group held itself out as having comparable expertise in designing cost surveys

as Visa, but was not active in rule development.

Many substantive comments emerged from interest groups that had not previously par-

ticipated. Associations of Lumber Dealers, Air Carriers, Grocery Store Owners, and others

wrote to ask the Board to tighten the fee. Numerous members of Congress, as well as a State

Banking Commission, wrote to defend the interests of local banks. A smattering of big firms

in retail and banking who had not yet participated, such as PNC Bank to McDonalds, now

sent letters. These comments often reiterated previously identified concerns, however some

noted important issues that had not received enough attention. For example, a number of

firms claimed that complying with the network exclusivity requirements would prove difficult

to impossible on the Board’s proposed timetable (HSBC Letter). A number of companies

also wrote to note that they were outside the regulatory perimeter of the proposed rule,

and insisted that the Board keep it that way (American Express Letter, ISIS Letter). Both

requests were granted in the final rule.

Although the breadth and depth of engagement by retail and banking interests was

profound, what is arguably more remarkable is the extensive free-riding. The vast majority

of small issuers, who were presumably in positions similar to North Georgia Bank, did

not submit comments. Most of the largest banks also did not submit comments. If one

were to speculate why, one would have to assume it had to do with their belief that the

trade association would lobby on their behalf, and so too would other organizations that

were similarly effected. Yet this argument could easily prove too much. Why did any firms

participate in rulemaking, besides oligopolists such as Visa or Mastercard? The self-selection

mechanisms at play here remain perplexing.
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Figure 4: Electronic payment coalition ad campaign

Off-Stage Action and Aftermath

While some financial institutions and retailers were engaging the Board, others were

advancing their interests elsewhere. Shortly after the rule proposal, a banking consortium

gave the Electronics Payment Coalition (EPC) a starting budget of 11 million dollars to build

grass-roots support for repealing the Durbin amendment (Mattingly and Schmidt 2011). One

use of these funds was to run ads in the DC Metro (see Figure 4). They also hired high-

power congressional lobbyists. To Republicans , lobbyists described typical big government

interference in well-functioning markets. To Democrats, they talked about access to banking

services. Besides more conventional lobbying and media engagement, some banks also sought

to mobilize their clientele. JP Morgan notified Disney Rewards customers that they were

discontinuing the program, citing a “new law known as the Durbin Amendment (emphasis

in original) (Mattingly and Schmidt 2011).

On February 17, 2011, Chairman Bernanke and Governor Raskin appeared before Sen-
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ate and House oversight committees, respectively. While the questioning was polite, doubts

about the amendment were palpable. “[A] move from 45 cents down to 12 cents, that is a

glaring 73 percent reduction. Is that fair?” asked Representative Scott (D-GA). Represen-

tative Hensarling (R-TX) was more blunt: ”I just wonder how 7-Eleven would feel if the

Federal Reserve came with a rule that said you can only recover incremental cost of selling a

Slurpee.” A repeated theme in bipartisan questioning was the effect of regulation on commu-

nity banks. “Is there any way to actually ensure that community banks and credit unions are

exempted in practice from this provision?” asked Senator Tester (D-MT). Bernanke did not

defend the rule vigorously, saying that there were no guarantees and giving two reasons why

the small-issuer exemption might not work. Tester turned to Bernanke’s co-witness, FDIC

Chairwoman Bair, to ask if delaying the Federal Reserve’s implementation would make sense.

“Yes,” she replied, “Look, there are legitimate policy arguments on both sides of this, but

it was done very quickly.”

Tester would join Senator Corker (R-TN) in offering a bill to delay the implementation

of the debit card interchange regulation, in order to allow further study. The retail coalition

reacted with alarm, once again footing the bill for local retailers to meet with their represen-

tatives in Washington. Tester-Corker would eventually get 54 votes, which was insufficient

to overcome a filibuster.

While some representatives from finance went to Congress, others went to court. TCF

Bank filed suit on October 12, 2010 in the District of South Dakota, seeking a declaration that

the Durbin Amendment was unconstitutional even before the rule was proposed (McGarity

2012). Although the case was described by observers as a “Hail Mary,” it attracted many

amicus briefs from interested parties on both sides (Serres 2011). The court refused to enjoin

the rule because it did not believe TCF would win on the merits, a position that was affirmed

on appeal.

Interestingly, following the issuance of the final rule, the retailers felt themselves suffi-

ciently aggrieved that they sought judicial review. They wanted to correct the doubling of
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the fees and the weak competition requirement (NACS v. Board, D.C. Cir. 2014). The

retailers’ case was stronger. Indeed, the district court in D.C. would give them summary

judgment, finding the Board’s interpretation of the statute “utterly indefensible.” The Board

was ordered to correct its mistakes by not allowing compensation for costs that were not

truly incremental, and also imposing a strong network competition requirement (NACS v.

Board, D.D.C, 2013). Nevertheless, on appeal, a unanimous circuit court held that the

Durbin Amendment was drafted ambiguously and the agency was entitled to make the rule

it wanted. The merchants appealed the reversal to the Supreme Court, but certiorari was

denied.

The Influence of Meetings and Comments Throughout

Dodd Frank

The Durbin Amendment was one of hundreds of Dodd-Frank regulations issued by the

Board. Most did not involve zero-sum conflict between industrial sectors, or assign the

Board an unfamiliar rate-setting role. In the case of Durbin, financial firms that met and

commented more suffered severe setbacks at proposal that they recouped at finalization.

To what extent was this pattern typical for firms that engage in regulatory lobbying? To

explore this question, I build a panel coding regulatory outcomes across proposed and final

rules according to market response, and correlate these changes with lobbying actions.

Measurement Strategy

The goal of measurement is to produce a dataset capable of estimating equations of the

following form:

Yit ∼ Commentsit + Pre-Proposalit + Post-proposalit +
∑

κjit + νi + φt + εit
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where κjit stands for an interaction term, νi is a firm fixed-effect, and φt is a rule fixed-effect.

Yit measures regulatory outcomes for firm i from rule t. To construct Yit, I calculate the

change of stock price between t0 and t1 and find the percentile rank of this change in price

against the same set of price changes that would have been observed at the same time on

each of the last 100 days. So, for example, between 2:00 and 3:00PM on December 16,

2010, JP Morgan’s price decreased by 47 cents per share. Figure 5 shows the histogram of

price changes between 2:00 and 3:00PM on December 15, December 14, and so forth for the

100 prior trading days. The percentile rank of December 16, 2010 in that histogram is 0

(out of 100), so if JP Morgan were i and the proposed Durbin rule were t, then Yit = 0. If

one observes the difference after twenty minutes instead of sixty minutes, a different measure

would follow (Yit = 0.16). These different measures are denoted by Y 60
it and Y 20

it , respectively.

Without strong priors on the duration it takes for an effect to emerge, we will try several

plausible durations and hope for robustness. Shorter domains increase the risk of missing a

signal, while longer domains increase the risk of registering other signals due to confounding

events. Non-parametric percentile rank measures have attractive properties, and make the

returns of different firms and at different times comparable even when they follow different

price processes. Since Yit is a quantile, its distribution is uniform. Further mathematical

details and explanation are left to an Appendix.

Although a fairly standard panel setup is intended, actually building the panel presents

significant data collection challenges. In order to identify the time of regulatory announce-

ments cross-sectionally, I determined the publication time of related press-releases published

by the Federal Reserve.3 Based on conversations with Bloomberg reporters, I have learned

that staff memos, rule texts, press releases, and other materials are often circulated with the

media well in advance of announcement. Yet reports based on these materials must wait

until the press-release appears publicly. This dating method establishes that fifty-two rules

and thirty-seven rules were proposed during market trading hours.

3I obtain to the second records of the publication of the press-release using two methods, publicly available
RSS feed archives and also a FOIA request of server time.
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Figure 5: Price paths observed between 2:00PM and vairous other times on December 16,
2010 (black) and prior reference days (grey), as well as the histogram of price changes along
the 3:00PM time-slice. The returns on December 16 are at the 0th percentile of ranked
returns.

Collecting the explanatory variable data is also an undertaking. With the help of an

RA with work experience in finance, I manually matched 904 meeting logs available on

the Board’s site to the rules they concerned.4 770 logs were matched to one or more rule.

In order to identify which meetings occurred pre-proposal, during notice and comment,

or post-finalization, I used the publication dates of proposed and final rules in the Federal

Register. While the Board’s docket matches comments with rules, identifying the submitting

organization is sometimes harder. For the 7,700 comments listed on the Board’s website,

I manually identified those from publicly companies. I treated letters from wholly owned

subsidiaries of public companies as sent on the parent company’s behalf. A final problem is

deciding whether and how to include firms that might have participated in a rulemaking but

did not. In what follows, I include all public financial companies as identified by NASDAQ,

so comparisons will refer to differences between this set of firms. In considering a more

restrictive size-based restriction, Figure 6 is helpful. The Figure shows the distribution of

4As a validation check, I selected 2% of the logs assigned to the RA at random and matched these logs
independently. Every match she made I also matched, however I was able to make some matches she had
not. Taking my identification as truth, the overall F1-score on her performance was 0.82.
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Figure 6: The distribution of firms in-sample by market capitalization and lobbying decision.
Market capitalization is calculated using the maximum valuation since 2010 according to
WRDS.

firm market capitalization in-sample conditional on lobbying actions undertaken. While the

firms that lobby are assuredly larger on average than those that do not, the range of the

distribution is similar. Although there are no doubt financial hurdles blocking participation,

it appears that even the smallest publicly-traded banks are big enough to surmount them.

Results

Table 10 illustrates the associations within the explanatory variables, for the 690 financial

firms and 65 regulations where either proposed or final rule was announced during market

trading. To ease interpretation, the models are estimated using OLS regression. The param-

eters reflect the conditional means. Engaging in any form of lobbying massively increases

the probability that one will engage in another form. It is practically a coin-flip whether

a firm that meets with the regulator before proposal will go on to meet after proposal

(Pr = 0.454). Yet if the firm does not meet with the regulator pre-NPRM, it is unlikely

to later (Pr = 0.005). The rates are comparable if one considers commenting rather than

meeting. Filing a comment more weakly predicts meeting post-NPRM (Pr = 0.242), but the

probability of meeting if one does not comment is very low (Pr = 0.003). Viewed in terms

of “number” of lobbying contacts and not just whether there was lobbying, the results are
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Met Post NPRM Commented Met Post NPRM

(1) (2) (3)

Met Pre NPRM 0.451∗∗∗ 0.442∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.007)

Commented 0.239∗∗∗

(0.003)

Constant 0.003∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0003)

Observations 44,850 44,850 44,850

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 2: Relationships within Explanatory Variables

similar (see Appendix).

Given these relations within explanatory variables, it is worth examining the relationship

between market reaction and each kind of lobbying activity separately and jointly. We shall

focus here on whether a firm engaged in each form of lobbying and leave for the Appendix

the similar effects concerning the number of times one engaged in each kind of lobbying.

Table 3 shows the effect of commenting on the final regulation after controlling for firm and

regulation fixed effects. The effects are consistently sized, positive, and grow stronger over

the course of the hour. They imply that, relative to financial firms that did not comment,
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Time Since Regulation Announced

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Commented 0.065∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗ 0.074∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.018) (0.023)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,030 20,530 19,436 21,030 21,030

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 3: Apparent gains from commenting on final rule

the market reaction following announcement was typically 5 to 7.5 percentiles higher for

commenters.

In evaluating pre-NPRM meetings, both proposed regulations and final regulations are

post-treatment variables. Table 4 compares the market reaction from the NPRM for those

that participated in rule development with those that did not. Those that meet are initially

worse off, but their share price increases over the hour. The only significant difference

between financial firms that meet and those that do not is the positive one occurring after

an hour of trading. Rules announced after 3PM will generally have “missing” hourly returns.

If one imputes the next day’s market open for such “missing rules,” the effect remains positive

but is no longer significant.

Table 5 shows the gains at finalization from meeting pre-NPRM. As with commenting,

those financial firms that meet pre-NPRM have positive returns relative to those that do not.

The differential returns are estimated to be larger than the effect of commenting, in most

of the comparable time-frames 50% larger. The hour comparison is smaller, however, and

statistical significance depending on how one treats the post 3PM announcements. Assuming

one takes the more inclusive approach of measuring such returns at market open the next
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Time Since Regulation Proposed

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Met Pre NPRM −0.041 −0.005 0.071∗∗ 0.021 0.034

(0.026) (0.026) (0.028) (0.020) (0.024)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 29,164 27,832 23,137 29,164 29,164

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 4: Apparent gains at proposal from meeting pre-proposal

day, the effect is borderline statistically significant (p ≈ 0.08).

Table 6 shows the gains at finalization from meeting post notice with the regulator. The

initial reaction to the regulation appears positive for these firms, however after an hour the

effect has lost significance.

Table 7 shows the effect of all the forms of lobbying jointly on the final rule. Whereas

most of the direct effects of lobbying are positive, most of the interaction effects are negative.

In particular, the interaction of post-NPRM meetings and pre-NPRM meetings is negative,

grows in magnitude as time marches on, but remains shy of statistical significance. The

interaction of meeting post NPRM and commenting is negative, very large in magnitude

(ranging from -0.13 to -25.5), and is statistically significant at the 95% level or is very nearly

so.5 The interaction of meeting pre-NPRM and commenting is positive, however, growing

in magnitude, and statistically significant in the three longer time domains. The three-way

interaction is generally positive and of comparable size to the effect of commenting, but not

statistically significant.

5The p-values on “T+1:00:00” and Average Returns are 0.12 and 0.13 respectively
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Time Since Final Regulation Announced

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Met Pre NPRM 0.117∗∗∗ 0.126∗∗∗ 0.028 0.088∗∗∗ 0.051∗

(0.030) (0.030) (0.031) (0.023) (0.029)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,030 20,530 19,436 21,030 21,030

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 5: Apparent gains at final rule from meeting PRE NPRM

Time Since Final Regulation Announced

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Met Post NPRM 0.017 0.108∗∗∗ −0.037 0.036 −0.011

(0.035) (0.035) (0.036) (0.027) (0.034)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,030 20,530 19,436 21,030 21,030

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 6: Apparent gains at final rule from meeting post NPRM
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Time Since Regulation Announced

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Met Pre NPRM 0.124∗∗∗ 0.082∗ −0.011 0.056∗ 0.012

(0.045) (0.044) (0.046) (0.034) (0.043)

Met Post NPRM 0.017 0.151∗∗ −0.012 0.025 −0.006

(0.063) (0.062) (0.063) (0.048) (0.061)

Commented 0.072∗∗ 0.050∗ 0.070∗∗ 0.044∗∗ 0.074∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.029) (0.028) (0.021) (0.027)

Met Pre NPRM * Met Post NPRM −0.004 −0.051 −0.097 0.019 −0.027

(0.109) (0.107) (0.116) (0.082) (0.106)

Met Pre NPRM * Commented 0.029 0.104 0.182∗∗ 0.112∗ 0.153∗

(0.089) (0.088) (0.088) (0.067) (0.086)

Met Post NPRM * Commented −0.234∗∗ −0.255∗∗ −0.177 −0.132 −0.189∗

(0.116) (0.115) (0.114) (0.088) (0.113)

Met Pre NPRM * Met Post NPRM * Commented 0.044 0.043 0.071 −0.055 0.035

(0.171) (0.169) (0.174) (0.129) (0.166)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,030 20,530 19,436 21,030 21,030

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 7: Apparent gains at final rule from any stage meeting
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Discussion

The large-sample estimation suggests that the experience of commenters and meeters

during the implementation of the Durbin amendment was in most ways typical, but in one

important respect not. Firms that meet and comment usually make better than expected

gains following final rule announcement, as they did with the debit card rule. Yet the

financial firms that participate actively in rule-development also usually do better at the

proposal stage than other financial firm, according to the hourly return measure.

In interpreting this evidence, it is important to keep several points in mind. First, as

the Durbin study showed, regulatory announcements are anticipated. The market reaction

reflects a change relative to prior market expectations, and not necessarily the absolute cost

or benefits of the regulation to firm (Schwert 1981). If lobbying is associated with positive

returns, then it means that the firms who lobby beat market expectations more than firms

that do not. Indeed, it is often (thought not always) the case that the whole financial sector

does badly following a regulatory announcement (see the Appendix, Table 9), so a positive

association with commenting sometimes means a “less bad” regulatory outcome.

Another important point is that firms undertaking persuasive advocacy are likely to have

more of their profitability at stake than firms that do not. As a result, the estimates provided

are subject to selection bias, suggesting caution in a causal interpretation. For example, it

is implausible that firms that engage in commenting after post-proposal outreach do much

worse than if they had not engaged in lobbying at all. Nevertheless, this is what one would

infer from a naive causal interpretation of the interactions. It is more likely that the lobbying

ex post did bring some marginal benefit as compared with doing nothing, but the firms had

more extensive exposure than the firms that did not lobby, and their advocacy did not

brunt this tide. Indeed, similar selection issues plausibly explain why so many two way

interactions are negative, since firms that engage more likely have more reason for concern.

Arriving at a better identified estimate of the effect of lobbying would require techniques such

as instrumental variables or matching, however the author knows of no previously published
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Figure 7: Distribution of hourly quantile returns for firms that lobbied in two or more ways,
depending on whether they met pre proposal. Notches indicate a 95% confidence interval
around the median. The difference in medians is 0.33 quantiles

models for the propensity score or credible instruments.

Without stronger alternatives, it makes sense to combat the selection bias by only con-

sidering returns among firms that are “highly-engaged.” Agencies are thought to possess

more control over who lobbies them during rule development than they do afterward, for

example because everyone has a right to submit a comment letter. Many firms that com-

ment and meet post-proposal would likely have participated in rule development had the

regulator invited them. The firms that meet pre-proposal, meet post-proposal, and submit

comments presumably would have met post-proposal and submitted comments if they had

not had the opportunity to participate in rule development. Probably, one should also con-

sider “highly-engaged” those firms that meet pre-proposal and submit comments but did not

meet post-proposal, although it is harder to know whether these firms would have met post-

proposal had they not obtained access pre-proposal. Nevertheless, the selection concerns

involving comparisons between this more limited set of actors are greatly reduced.

Figure 7 presents notched box plots showing the quantile returns after an hour for “highly

engaged firms.” On the left are returns for highly engaged firms that participated in rule

development. On the right are those that did not. The median returns for firms with early
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access is thirty-three percentiles higher than those without. This statistically significant dif-

ference has huge economic magnitude, implying abnormal returns in the tens of billions.6They

are also much larger than the estimates that arise from commenting alone. These findings

lend quantitative support for the qualitative literature on pre-NPRM lobbying. They also

heighten already present normative concerns about the distributive consequences of inequal-

ity in access to regulators prior to proposal.

It is harder to interpret what this data says about the returns to lobbying for firms that

engage less actively. The consistent negativity of the market reaction for firms that meet post-

NPRM suggest meeting post-NPRM is a sign of trouble, since it is hard to understand why

such firms should experience consistently worse regulatory outcomes. It is also remarkable

how consistently commenting is associated with beating market expectations. Firms that

comment obtain concessions that are not fully expected by the market, but are economically

meaningful even after accounting for the role of ex parte meetings. There appear to be strong

complementarities between commenting and pre-NPRM participation. The firms that beat

market expectations to the greatest extent following final rule announcements are precisely

those that comment and obtain early access, without going the extra mile of meeting post-

proposal.

The case study suggests several additional points that nuance the findings of the large

sample estimation. Meetings and comments are sometimes part of a larger regulatory strat-

egy that may include grassroots mobilization, legislative lobbying, or litigation. The esti-

mates potentially reflect also the impact of other actions that these firms are taking, although

the separate significance of each action suggests these effort investments are not reducible

to one another. Another important point is that if there is free-riding by some firms, then

6To obtain a rough estimate, note an abnormal return of 0.33 is similar to a z-score of 0.95 (Φ−1(0.5 +
0.33)). For each stock in sample, I have the mean and standard deviation of the assets price after an hour,
and can solve the equation zi = Di−mi

si
for each firm i to obtain Di, an estimated price difference. Multiplying

Di by the shares outstanding (Hi) gives the implied increase in market capitalization from a given meeting.
If ni is the number of pre-nprm meetings a firm had with the Board, a rough estimate of combined market
impact is

∑
i niHiDi ≈ 36B. A more conservative differential estimate of 0.13 emerges by treating firms

that met during rule-development and commented as not highly engaged. In this case, the rough calculation
would suggest a combined impact of 13B from pre-proposal participation.
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the regressions should under-state the gains of lobbying, because firms that are benefited

from the lobbying are implicitly in the control group. One final point is that none of these

estimates reflect the large amount of influence-seeking by private firms, by non-financial

firms, or regarding Dodd-Frank rules announced outside trading hours or by other agencies.

Consideration of these factors suggests the gains of lobbying on Dodd-Frank may have been

many times higher than what these naive estimates assume.

Conclusion

If an interest group loses in the legislative process, can it ameliorate its losses by en-

gaging with the administrative process? The financial market thinks the answer is yes,

with regulatory changes valued in the billions. Coding firm-level rulemaking outcomes using

an intra-day event study approach, I find that financial firms meeting or commenting did

significantly better than other financial firms. Although these associations are much more

likely understated than overstated. Moreover, these findings complement a growing litera-

ture showing textual evidence of firm lobbying influence over rulemaking (Yackee and Yackee

2006; Haeder and Yackee 2015), in particular by showing significance to policy changes and

also considering meeting that leave few or inconsistent textual markers.

The measurement strategy developed here is adaptable to other agency policymaking

contexts, although the proportion of interested parties that are publicly traded is sometimes

lower. Future studies would benefit from additional theoretical and empirical work exploring

firm level motivations for participating or not participating in regulatory lobbying, as such

research might suggest strategies for dealing with the pervasive selection issues. Additional

work exploring aspects of the free-riding problem and coalitional lobbying behavior could

also provide valuable context and insights (Nelson and Yackee 2012).

The finding that lobbying pre-proposal and commenting are associated with favorable

market responses has immense theoretical significance, for the literatures on Congressional-
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executive relations and regulatory capture. These findings suggest a “goldilocks” equilibrium

prevails in the implementation of Dodd-Frank at the Federal Reserve. In this equilibrium,

the agency is not so tightly constrained that it lacks effective discretion to produce benefits

for engaged actors, but not so unconstrained that it becomes unresponsive. Additional

theoretical work unpacking how this equilibrium comes to be, how it is preserved, and the

welfare consequences of responsiveness given mobilization bias, are well warranted.
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A Appendices

A.1 Note on Quantile Measure Construction

Market returns can be measured in many ways. For my purposes, it is crucial that these

measures permit meaningful inter-firm comparisons, despite the fact that different assets may

have different price-processes. One possibility is to use t-statistics (Sharpe ratios), however

I prefer to make fewer implicit parametric assumptions. In particular, I use ranked returns,

which I construct as follows.

I assume that for each asset i, day d, and period t, I can obtain measures of the price

Pidt of that asset at that day and time.7 Let Ridt = Pid(t+1) − Pidt be the arithmetic returns

of asset i from one period to the next on a given day. I regard these quantities as random

variables arising from the following generative model:

Ridt = αi + βiRmdt + εidt

εidt ∼ Fit

Here m is a market control, usually an index fund.8 If controls are not desired, assume

αi = βi = 0. It is a stylized fact that when dealing with intraday returns, the variance of εidt

depends on the time of day t and that there is some correlation between periods (?). This

makes the assumption of i.i.d. normality underlying the use of t-statistics inappropriate. I

define the cumulative abnormal returns at time t on day d over k periods for asset i as

CARk
idt =

k∑
i=1

εid(t+i) (1)

If market controls are not used, CARk
idt = Pid(t+k)−Pidt, or a simple difference in price. In

7In this study, periods are trading-minutes like 9:35AM, 2:04PM, etc. Prices are obtained by taking the
median of best bid and best offer as contained in the Wharton Research Data Services’ NBBO dataset.

8I used tickers RSP and VTI, which are an S&P 500 Equal Weight ETF and Total Market Equal Weight
ETF, respectively.
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other cases, CARk
idt is the difference in price after controlling for market movements. Then

we wish to define Qk
idt as the quantile of the corresponding CARk

idt against comparable days

at the same time t and for the same number of periods k. Let D(d) be a set of h consecutive

trading days prior to d. The most natural definition

Q̂k
idt =

∣∣∣{CARk
id̃t
≤ CARk

idt : d̃ ∈ D(d)
}∣∣∣

|D(d)|

has a significant practical disadvantage. If all the CARs were the same, then I would estimate

Q̂idt = 1. Some assets are not frequently traded and so the cumulative average returns may

be 0 more frequently than one would like (or than makes sense given our assumption Fidt

is continuous). Therefore I use the following formula, which would yield Qidt = 0.5 in such

circumstances.

Q̂k
idt =

∣∣∣{CARk
id̃t
≤ CARk

idt : d̃ ∈ D(d)
}∣∣∣

2 · |D(d)|
+

∣∣∣{CARk
id̃t
< CARk

idt : d̃ ∈ D(d)
}∣∣∣

2 · |D(d)|
(2)

For frequently traded stocks, ties are rare and the two equations will be the same. Assum-

ing Fit is a continuous probability distribution, it follows that Q̂k
idt ∼ U{0, 1

|D(d)| ,
2

|D(d)| , . . . , 1}.

Note that there is a function α linking each rule j with a day d and time t when j was pro-

posed. Similarly, there is a function ω so that ω(j) gives the day and time when j was

finalized. Thus it is possible to describe Q̂iα(j) as the estimated quantile response of rule j’s

proposal, and Q̂iω(j) as the response to finalization.
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A.2 Meeting Logs and Letters Referenced

Reference Page Source

Kevin Murphy Pre-

NPRM Letter

7-8,17-18 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/BOA analysis 20101123.pdf

Report of Steven Salop 7-8,18 https:

//www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/rr-commpublic/

merchants payment coalition meeting 20101102.pdf

Bernanke Letter to

Oversight Committees

9 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/files/

letter to senate banking 20110329.pdf

VISA CEO Teleconfer-

ence Transcript

10 https://s1.q4cdn.com/050606653/files/doc financials/

transcript/2010/Visa-Q2-2010-Earnings-Transcript.pdf

Morgan Stanley Note,

Sept 20

10 Frisch, Fodor, Fordham, and Grasok, ”V/MA: It Appears

As If The Bottom Is Forming” Morgan Stanley Research,

September 20, 2010, p. 3.

JP Morgan, Huang and

Smith, December 16

12 Huang and Smith, ”First Look at Fed Rules - Overhang

Remains, More Negatives than Expected - ALERT,” J.P

Morgan North America Equity Research, December 16,

2010.

DRBOPS and Visa

Meeting, July 23rd,

2010

15 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/visa 20100723.pdf

Mastercard 15 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/MasterCard 20100812.pdf

JP Morgan 15 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/jpmc 20100804.pdf

Bank of America 15 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/bank of america 20100804.pdf

DRBOPS and Visa

Meeting, August 5th,

2010

16 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/Visa Meeting 20100805.pdf
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Mary Dunn- DRBOPS 16 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/CUNA meeting 20100806.pdf

Presentations to Amer-

ican, Maryland and In-

diana Bankers Asso-

ciations, last half of

September

16 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/ABA council meeting 20100922.pdf;https:

//www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/rr-commpublic/

maryland bankers association 20100930.pdf;https:

//www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/rr-commpublic/

indiana bankers association 20100929.pdf

Craig Wildfang-Board

Meeting, September

15th

17 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/wildfang and snyder 20100915.pdf

Consumer groups-Staff

Meeting, October 13th

17 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/Consumer Groups 20101013.pdf

Commerce Bank pre-

sentations

17 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/commerce bank meeting 20101026.pdf

Clearinghouse Letter,

November 1st

17 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/

rr-commpublic/TCH comment letter 20101101.pdf

Oliver Ireland Letter,

November 5th 2010

17 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/February/

20110203/R-1404/R-1404 020311 63675 497738620259 1.

pdf

CFO of North Georgia

Bank

19 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/January/

20110110/R-1404/R-1404 010711 60099 597184607504 1.

pdf

Owner of a Mister

Bagel Franchise

19 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110309/R-1404/R-1404 030311 68168 540593061380 1.

pdf

Steve Salop- Janet

Meeting, January 11,

2011

19 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/January/

20110120/R-1404/R-1404 011111 61009 509530040875 1.

pdf
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Craig Wildfang Letter 19 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110318/R-1404/R-1404 022211 67236 584180953215 1.

pdf

Mastercard 19 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110303/R-1404/R-1404 022211 67641 571589563753 1.

pdf

AARP-Tarullo meeting

Jan 7,2011

19 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/January/

20110114/R-1404/R-1404 011011 60152 581313276188 1.

pdf

Consumer Federation

of America Letter,

February 22nd, 2011

19 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110301/R-1404/R-1404 022211 67845 571585657428 1.

pdf

Associations of Lumber

Dealers Grocery Store

Owners

20 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110303/R-1404/R-1404 022211 67842 571578001031 1.

pdf

Air Carriers 20 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110303/R-1404/R-1404 022211 67846 571602220246 1.

pdf

Grocery Store Owners 20 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110330/R-1404/R-1404 022211 67463 559260654607 1.

pdf

HSBC Letter 20 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110302/R-1404/R-1404 022211 67886 575149090949 1.

pdf

American Express Let-

ter

20 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110329/R-1404/R-1404 032411 69238 536307266425 1.

pdf

ISIS Letter 20 https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2011/March/

20110302/R-1404/R-1404 022211 67886 575149090949 1.

pdf
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Bernanke Senate Over-

sight

21 https://www.banking.senate.gov/hearings/

oversight-of-dodd-frank-implementation-a-progress-report-by-the-regulators-at-the-half-year-mark

Raskin House Over-

sight

21 https:

//financialservices.house.gov/uploadedfiles/112-8.pdf

A.3 Exemplary Rule Effects

Short Name FR-Doc No. Average Hourly Quantile Return Comments Pre-NPRM Contacts Contacts During Comment Period

Volcker Rule 2013-31511 0.4538643 47 79 77

Durbin Amendment 2011-16860 0.5217310 61 23 9

Stress Tests 2012-24987 0.4187457 23 28 26

Resolution Plans 2011-27377 0.4345604 16 0 0

Financial Market Utilities 2012-18762 0.4129400 1 13 0

Debit Fraud Prevention 2012-18726 0.5217310 8 4 0

Capital Surcharges 2015-18702 0.4357982 3 8 1

Higher-Risk Mortgage Appraisals 2013-01809 0.4906106 2 0 9

Capital Plans 2014-25170 0.4693041 9 0 0

Swaps Pushout Rule 2013-31204 0.5181662 0 8 0

Table 9: Average returns for some final rules that received high-levels of engagement. Par-
ticipation totals reflect counts for publicly traded financial firms only.

A.4 Alternative Specifications with Number of Contacts
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Meetings Post NPRM Comments Meetings Post NPRM

(1) (2) (3)

Pre NPRM Meetings 0.569∗∗∗ 0.339∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Comments 0.460∗∗∗

(0.005)

Constant 0.005∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Observations 44,850 44,850 44,850

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 10: Relationships within Explanatory Variables

Time Since Regulation Announced

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Comments 0.037∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.012) (0.016)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,030 20,530 19,436 21,030 21,030

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 11: Apparent gains from commenting on final rule
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Time Since Regulation Proposed

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Number of Pre NPRM Meetings −0.018∗ −0.004 0.034∗∗∗ 0.011 0.019∗∗

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.008) (0.009)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 29,164 27,832 23,137 29,164 29,164

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 12: Apparent gains at proposal from meeting pre-proposal

Time Since Final Regulation Announced

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Number of Pre NPRM Meetings 0.008 0.023∗∗ 0.020∗ 0.020∗∗ 0.025∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.008) (0.011)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,030 20,530 19,436 21,030 21,030

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 13: Apparent gains at final rule from meeting PRE NPRM
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Time Since Regulation Announced

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Pre NPRM Meetings 0.124∗∗∗ 0.082∗ −0.011 0.056∗ 0.012

(0.045) (0.044) (0.046) (0.034) (0.043)

Post NPRM Meetings 0.017 0.151∗∗ −0.012 0.025 −0.006

(0.063) (0.062) (0.063) (0.048) (0.061)

Commented 0.072∗∗ 0.050∗ 0.070∗∗ 0.044∗∗ 0.074∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.029) (0.028) (0.021) (0.027)

Pre NPRM Meetings * Post NPRM Meetings −0.004 −0.051 −0.097 0.019 −0.027

(0.109) (0.107) (0.116) (0.082) (0.106)

Pre NPRM Meetings * Commented 0.029 0.104 0.182∗∗ 0.112∗ 0.153∗

(0.089) (0.088) (0.088) (0.067) (0.086)

Post NPRM Meetings * Commented −0.234∗∗ −0.255∗∗ −0.177 −0.132 −0.189∗

(0.116) (0.115) (0.114) (0.088) (0.113)

Pre NPRM Meetings * Post NPRM Meetings * Commented 0.044 0.043 0.071 −0.055 0.035

(0.171) (0.169) (0.174) (0.129) (0.166)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,030 20,530 19,436 21,030 21,030

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 14: Apparent gains at final rule from any stage meeting
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Time Since Final Regulation Announced

T+0:05:00 T+0:20:00 T+1:00:00 Average Return Over Hour T+1:00:00 or Market Open

Number of Post NPRM Meetings 0.008 0.044∗∗∗ 0.003 0.015 0.009

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.012) (0.015)

Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rule Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,030 20,530 19,436 21,030 21,030

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 15: Apparent gains at final rule from meeting post NPRM
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